
https://jobs.ua/job-java-engineer-3479589

Ваш надійний помічник

 

Java engineer, 80000 грн.
 

Болгарія,  
 

Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB фахівці, Робота за
кордоном

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: від двох років

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

Требования:

2+ years of professional experience in the area of modern Application development and Java – EJB, Spring, WebServices,
REST, SOAP, JMS, EE etc.
Proven practice and understanding of RDBMS and NoSQL DBs – Oracle, MySQL, Postgres, MongoDB;
Experience with ORMs such as Hibernate;
Understanding of distributed architectures;
Understanding of OOP principles, data structures, algorithms, design patterns, etc.
Excellent understanding of software development process;
Self-driven and proactive person;
Troubleshooting skills;
Fluency in English.

A Great PLUS will be:

Experience with complex distributed architectures – SOA, Microservices, Caching and Messaging;
Understanding of High Available, Scalable, Secure and Cost Effective pillars ;
Experience with Cloud Service providers (AWS, Azure, etc.);
Understanding of all aspects related to the Project Lifecycle (defining requirements, planning, developing, building, testing,
deployment, monitoring, alerting, continuous improvement);
Experience and understanding of JavaScript and its best and worst practices;
Experience with front-end web application frameworks (AngularJS preferred);
Participation in Open Source projects;
Experience with Containers and/or Serverless technologies.

Обязанности:

Design and develop new software programs;
Maintain and enhance existing software applications;
Perform unit tests and participate in code reviews;
Participate in troubleshooting and technical analysis to improve performance and scalability.

Условия:

We offer flexibility with working hours
We have a friendly, informal and relaxed environment provided by a team of professionals with different expertise
We provide a very competitive remuneration package based on your personal performance
You will receive excellent social benefits and will participate in regular breathtaking teambuilding activities
You will have an opportunity for career enhancement in the fastest growing IT company in Europe
You will get challenging and interesting projects
You will receive training and professional development opportunities

If you find the position interesting and would like to apply send us your CV in English on e-mail: hr.amcapital@gmail.com. Only short-
listed candidates will be contacted. All applications will be treated with strict confidentiality.

Alliance Medica Capital Recruitment and Employment activities are based on a Recruitment license № 2359 from 02.10.2017.

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists
https://jobs.ua/vacancy/work_abroad


Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +359(894)313-335
 
 

Контактна
особа:

DimitarSeizov
 

Сайт: http://www.alliance-medica.net
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